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The Speenhamland scale of living was not lavish; nevertheless
it was higher than the scale adopted in many places after the end
of the Napoleonic wars. It seems that the decline continued so
long as the old Poor Law lasted, and that in 1831 the usual
allowance for a family was one loaf a week per person and one
over. As the Hammonds say:
In thirty-five years the standard had dropped, according to
McCulloch's statement, as much as a third, and this not because
of war or famine, for in 1826 England had had eleven years of
peace, but in the ordinary course of the life of the nation. Is
such a decline in the standard of life recorded anywhere in
history?1
From the standpoint of the upper classes, the system had many
merits. They felt that what was paid out of the poor rate was
charity, and therefore a proof of their benevolence; at the same
time, wages were kept at starvation level by a method which just
prevented discontent from developing into revolution. In France,
revolution had immensely benefited the peasant, whose standard
of life was much higher in 1815 than in 1789, in spite of the long
wars and final defeat It was probably the certainty, derived from
the old Poor Law, that actual death would be averted by the
parish authorities, which induced the rural poor of England to
endure their misery patiently. It would have been difficult to
devise a cheaper scheme for keeping the poor quiet There
were, it is true, occasional disturbances, more particularly the
"Last Revolt* in 1830. But they caused the government little
trouble to suppress, and gave opportunities for savage sentences.
The Poor Law impoverished the labourers and sapped their
self-respect; it taught them respect for their 'betters,9 while
leaving all the wealth that they produced, beyond the absolute
mirrimnm required for subsistence, in the hands of the land-
owners and farmers. It was at this period that landowners built
the sham Gothic ruins called follies/ where they indulged in
romantic sensibility about the past while they filled the present
with misery and degradation.
1 Village Labourer, p. 161. This was written before the Great War.

